
Simple and quick bear to knit

Using the basic pattern that follows there is the option to make either
lhEoDore or TheoDORA. or both.

Incorporate colour to distinguish pants from tops, use stripes and
texf,red knitting to create interest and for Dora make her a skirt. Use
odds and ends of yarn and have loads of fun along the way.

The pattern can be scaled up a fraction to make a larger bear.

Knittine instruction$ for bpsic beg!:

Knitting instruction is for 8 ply wool and 4 mm knitting needles.
The finished bear height is approximately 26 -27 cm.

The legs, body and head of the bear are worked as one piece.
For the basic bear all knitting rows are plain resulting in a garter stitch
pattern all over.



Simple block diaeram of basic bear

Blsck dipgram of basic bear shioe

la Thd frst leg piece.
Cast on 10 stitches and work 6 rows. These first 6 rows ( worked in
black) will be the foot of the bear.
Change to desired colour of finished bear.
lb Work 26 rows. Place this leg piece aside for the moment.

2a Work as for la.
!! Work as for 2a.Do not cut off your yarn.
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3a Knit across leg piece b and a. There are now 20 stitches on the
needle. These 20 stitches will form the body of the bear.
Counting the row just knitted, work l0 rows.
At this point tie a coloured thread at both ends of the 10th row.
This will mark a waistline position and it will also mark the position
for the afins.

3b Continue on the 20 stitches for 9 rows.
Aitfr. beginning of the l0th row cast off 4 stitches -this cast off
section will become the shoulder of the bear.
At the beginning of the l lth row cast off 4 stitches. There are now 12
stitches remaining.
Work one more row.

4a.b.crd and g form the head shaping of the bear.

4a Atthe beginning of the next row increase I stitch, knit to the end.
Repeat until there ne 20 stitches.
4b On these 20 stitches, knit 7 rows.
4c At the beginning of the next row decrease I stitch, knit to the end.
Continue to decrease by 1 stitch at the beginning of each row until 14
stitches remain.
{d K"it I row on the said 14 stitches.
4e At the beginning of the next row cast off 2 stitches, knit to the end.
Continue thus until 2 stitches remain. Cast off.

One bear piece completed. Work another in the samo manner.

Before the arms can be worked stitch together the shoulder and head
seams.

Arms
With the bear pieces spread out flat and the right side facing up knit
up 17 stitches between the coloured ties on the body piece.
Work 16 rows
17tr row: knit 2 together to the last stitch, knit the last stitch.
Cast off.



Ears
Make 2
Cast on 11 stitches.
Knit I row
2nd row: Knit 4, slip I stitch, knit 2 together, pass the slip stitch over,
knit 4. (9 stitches remain)
3'd row: Knit.
4th row: Knit 3, slip I stitch, I<nit2 together, pass the slip stitch over,
knit 3. (7 stitches remain)
5th row: Knit.
6th row: Knit 2, slip I stitch, knit 2 together, pass the slip stitch over,
knit2. (5 stitches remain)
5th row: Knit.
Cast off.

Stitch together the arms and leg seams leaving an opening through
which to stuff the bear. When stuffing is completed close up the
opening.

(Option To define the head shape, run a thread around the base of the
head and draw up slightly, secure thread.)

Sew the ears in position.

Embroider facial features


